Introduction
This talk discusses the technologies available for vertex detection and the restrictions imposed by event topologies and multiple coulomb scattering.
It will be shown that ultimate performance limits for collider detectors are set by how close active detection starts relative to the interaction region. This in turn is determined by the machine characteristics and the care taken to provide collimation and shielding to minimize radiation backgrounds.
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2. Limitations Table 1 lists currently proposed detectors and their expected performance.
The proportional gas detectors have measurement resolutions which do not significantly limit ultimate performance. As shown below their track pair resolutions do become significantly limiting at distances within 4 cm of the vertex. Silicon based detectors are not limited either by intrinsic resolutions or by track pair resolutions and almost certainly should be used for active detectors closer than 4 cm to the vertex. Layered CCD detectors should true 3D reconstruction and, while expensive, would provide the ultimate in track and track-pair resolution.
Expected maximum allowable radiation tolerances are roughly comparable for all detector types although the fine segmentation of the Charpak-Sauli multidrift tubes may provide some advantage.
"True" vertex detection has been observed in fixed target experiments detecting charm decays. Figure 1 shows a typical charm-decay event. The topology is simple, the momenta are high and there is no limitation set on how close detection can start relative to the IR point. Unfortunately none of these statements apply to vertex detection in a collider environment. Table 3 .
Reference to Table 1 shows that current proportional gas technologies meet resolution and track pair resolution requirements down to 4 cm. Silicon technologies meet requirements below 4 ems. We conclude from the Monte Carlo and is effectively peaked at several hundred keV not at the tens of keV for PEP quad synchrotron radiation. This is substantially harder and correspondingly substantially more difficult to shield than at PEP. For LEP we calculate that direct radiation from beam halo particles will result in large backgrounds and should not be permitted to strike the vacuum chamber at the IP. This criteria correspond to ensuring that radiation from particles out to beam stay clear misses the vacuum chamber at the IP and is equivalent to requiring that particles out to -10 sigma (not the 5 sigma criterion used in the MAC design at PEP) should not produce synchrotron radiation directly impinging on the close-in collimators. If the beam-pipe is placed within this radiation cone, we would expect high ambient background levels sufficient to cause chamber deterioration.["' SLC, of course is a single pass machine and collimators can be at any radius without interfering with machine operations. To calculate backgrounds, we assume for initial operation that it will be possible to clip the beam to 6 sigma far from the IP (SLCl) and that later the beam can be clipped down to a 3 sigma level (SLC2).
Based on these assumptions we have estimated from the projected emittances and final focus quad configurations the closest distance that detectors can be placed relative to the IP. Table 4 gives the results, listed are assumed emittances and apertures. We Table 3 UAl Calculated Probabilities of
Reconstructing at least N Decay
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